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Health Services
reccommends
immunization
By Steve Ungrey
News Writer

PHOTO BY BOB COOLEY

A traffic control light wav installed at the M-45 and South Campus Drive intersection last Friday (10-5). The light will be fully functional in at
least a week from installation. The Department of Public Safety warns drivers approaching the light to use caution even when the light is green.

U S Attorney General to speak at G V S U
It' Jennifer I . Wigger
New \ Wnier

Ne\[ Thill's,].iy. October IS.
lhe Attorney (iener.il o! the
l inted St.ites. Rnh.itd I horn
tun eh. will visit (ir.ind Valley
State 1 niv visits s Allendale
. ainpus.
While here. Thornburgh will
deliver a speech to the campus
community
Thornburgh's address is
scheduled to hike place at S 10
a.in in Cabins A 1) on the third
level ol Kirkhol Center
Prior to his appointment as
Attornev Ceneral. Mr Thom

burgh served as Governor of
Pennsylvania Irom 1979 to 1987.
I rom 1987 to lOhh he was the
Direetor of the Institute of Poli
tics at Harvard University’s Ken
nedv School ol Government.
In I M r . Thornburgh was
appointed as Attorney General ol
the l lined Stales.
As our nation’s chief law enlorcemeni ollicer, Mr. Thorn
bureh is responsible for admini
stering the nation’s criminal justice programs.
Admission to Mr Thorn
burgh's s|K'ech is tree to Grand
Valley
siudenLs. 1acuity, and
stall

However, because
space is limited,
tickets arc required.
Beginning Mon
day, October 15,
tickets to Mr, Thorn
burgh's speech will
be available at the
Kirkhol Center In
formation Desk, as
well as the Ebcrhard
Center Information
Desk, on a firstcome, lirst served
basis

As a protection against the
influenza viruses this winter, the
Health S erv ices d iv isio n is
offering flu shots to any faculty,
staff, or students who wish to be
immunized this year.
According to Dr. Donn (NMI)
K etch a m , a p h y sic ia n for
Campus Town P rofessionals,
ideally everybody on campus
should get immunized for the
upcoming flu season.
K etcham
adds that
flu
breakouts disrupted the campus
last year more so than previous
years, and that he sees a slight
downward trend for flu cases on
campus this year.
“There usually is an epidemic
o f flu every two or three years,
and getting immunized is the
best way to protect yourself from
the flu virus under crowded
conditions here on cam p us,”
Ketcham said.
People at highest risk for 11u
this season should definitely

plan on being immunized for the
winter months. Ketcham noted
that this category includes
people
undergoing
chemotherapy for cancer and
those afflicted with AIDS. In
other words, people whose
immune systems are at risk
should immunize themselves tins
year.
SeeKI. U p i n

Rieluird I hornburgh
t S Allarnes Ceneral

Peace Fund brings nuclear awareness to GVSU
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militarism and the rein, tmn ol
the nu, lear .unis i.ue
Ihe Pea, e I mid Ivg.in when
<hand Rapids hiisinessni.m Mr
Paul Ilei Iin.hi donated to <hand
\ a i le v ' s emit vv men I Iuml
Hell i i i . i i i spa, itie,l. In we v, i
that his eomiibiilmn he used to
pit ’in. 'le tli, . Ilt'it., .in.! ideas ol
| v.k e
l'it ! i a Ihimel Andersen
Prolessm I).iv e Hu oman, Dr
i aiI HaKii.i. .lit,] In Kind..I
Biiekeik make up a laiuliv
.on.n, iltee Ahull ov el sees the
IV.i, e I tint]
\ll loui
iiistiu,tois U'.nn it-.i, It the
.outse. War in a Nuclear Age
■i lit ' ; s .
Mi H,>11irisin was .ov.ue that
there was t.nulty here that were
interested m the (vace issue so

we all kind ol emerged in an
inlorrn.il wav. said Prolessor
Andersen
Because ol ,0111111011 interest
the laeulty eommittee was
lormed .iiul now works to ensure
Ilolliii.ui s requests are met hy
distributing the proceeds ol the
Peace lurid in u.ivs that are
keeping with the pinpose ol the
lurid
Nome use’s hii the pio,eeds
in, hide the annual s, holarship
and ,'ssav , oiliest, the purchase
i l lihi.uv materials and sup|x>rt
ol tomscs ih.it deal with the
issiit's tU wt>rId |v.k e
A Ns(X) award is available to
students ea, h vear through the
G VS U
Pea,e
bund
s, holarship
Any student
actively pursuing a degree at

Gland Valley may apply lor the
s, holarship
Professor Andersen, a member
ol the Peace Fund laeulty
, ommutcc comments, " I he
s, holarship is based on
involvement
in
activity
Students must have a history ol
King involved with the peace
movement and there arc lots ol
wavs that that ,an be done
I Ik s, holarship requires a
poison.il oss.iv that indicates and
ev uleiK ,'s
the
students
, onv ie lions, , omnium,-ills and
i nvol verne lit in a, ti v it u's in
keeping with the emphasis ol the
Peace Fund
Students who tn.iv not ho
involved m any jv.iic etloit but
who do [kissess an awareness
and sensitivity about nuclear

arms, militarism
and world
[vacc are eligible lor the Peace
Fund essay contest.
The essav contest otters a
S2s() award and. like the
scholarship, is open to anv
G. V S U
student a, lively
pursuing a degree
Professor Anderson e' plains
the ililference between the
scholarship and the e s s . i v
I he
scholarship e s.iv ictjunes
demonstrated iiivt'lveinenl and
activitv where as the e s s . i v
vonii'si eniiv inv, Ives a little
more thought and research
Additional inlormauon on die
Peace Fund is available in the
■\, ademi, Kesoiir, e i eliter
located on the ground ilooi ol
the Commons
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P olish exh ib it o n display
in L.V. E berhard C enter
feature a piano recital by Marek
Kulikowiec, who will perform a
piece of music never heard in
the W est A former professor of
An cultural exhibit from Po
Music
in Krakow, Kulikowiec
land will be on display in the
was involved in the underground
Eberhard Center from October
movement of 1968.
1 1-18.
LaDon Gustafson, Conference
The exhibit, “ Independent
Director
at the Eberhard Center,
Culture in Poland: An Exhibi
says, "We are
tion,” is a
trying to at
c o lle c tio n
tract m ore
o f literature,
and
more ex
films, sheet
hibits to the
theater, and
building
thus
p o litic a l
“We are trying to
a ttra c tin g
c a rto o n s
attract more and
people from
which docu
the G rand
m ents the
more exhibits to the
Rapids comstruggle of
building, thus
m u n i t y .
the P olish
Through this
people dur
attracting people
effo rt,
we
ing the im
from the Grand
hope the ex
position of
hibits will be
martial law.
Rapids community.
in fo rm a tiv e
The ex
—LaDon Gustafson
to our stu
hibit began
dents
as
its tour of
well.”
the United
She adds,
States at the
“We
encour
John
F.
age students to stop on the sec
Kennedy Library in Boston, and
ond floor and see the exhibits.”
has also been on display in the
Reservations for the opening
Rotunda of the United States
reception can be made by calling
Capitol Building. In Grand Rap
the Acton Institute at (616) 454ids, the exhibit will be hosted by
3080.
The cost of $20 per per
Grand Valley and is sponsored
son or $35 per couple will bene
buy the Polish Heritage Society
fit the Institute and help defray
and the Acton Institute for the
the cost o f the exhibit
Study of Religion and Liberty.
The exhibit will be open to the
A gala reception will open the
public from October 12-18.
exhibit on October 11, and will
By Phil Seykora
N ews Writer

What if you
don’t get into
the school of
your choice?
Of course, you may get into some other
school, but why settle? Prepare for the
admissions exam you’re facing — be it SAT,
ACT, LSAT, GMAT, GRE, MCAT, or others with the best test prep company. Stanley H.
Kaplan.
For 50 years, Kaplan’s test-taking tech
niques have prepared over one million
students, boosting their scoring power and
test confidence.
So call Kaplan. Why go to just any school,
when you can go to the one you want?

I KAPLAN

STANLEY H.KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTERLTD.
THE WORLDS LEADING
TEST PREP ORGANIZATION

2627 East Beltline S.E.
Grand Rapids, MI 49506-5937
957-9701

Yellow ribbons w orn in su p p ort o f
our soliders in the M iddle E ast
By Brian
Richards
News Writer
In an effort to
support the U.S.
soldiers in the
M iddle
E ast,
yellow ribbons
are available at
the Student Life
Office or Infor
mation desk for
GVSU students.
M em bers
from the Student
Senate and Stu
dent Life Office
have
been
pleased with the
idea.
“Its a pretty
good idea for the
peo p le re p re
senting peace in
the world. More
people should be
wearing them,”
said
O ctavio
Aguilar, a mem
ber o f the Stu'dent Senate, who
encourages GV
students to give
moral support
Another Stu
d ent Senator,
Bethany LeButt
said, “I really
like the fact that
our
students
know
w h at’s
going on in the
outside world. I
w ish
m ore
N
peo p le would
find out about the ribbons.”
Cathy Carson, from the Stu
dent Life Office said, “I have
been seeing them all over

i•i*
■
Angie Rosel tying a yellow ribbon to her automobile

campus, on backpacks, in trees,
on cars etc. Its great to see the
students wearing them. With
students studying and everything
else going on in their lives, its

really wonderful to see that
people are taking time out to
think of our guys oversees.”

Join A Winner.
Be A Winner.
Work with the best seafood restaurant in America and find
out how good it feels to be a winner. We have great full- and
part-time opportunities available now!
Openings available
Starting at $5.00/h ou r.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bus Persons
Dishwashers
Day & Night Kitchen
Day & Night Utility
Food Preparation
Line Cooks

We Offer:
• Full- & Part-Time
• Flexible Hours
• Great Starting Salary
• Meal Discounts
• Paid Vacations/Holidays
•Training <Sc Advancement
• Profit Sharing/ Savings Plan
•.Eligibility for Group Health/
Dental Insurance

Get with the best. Discover the difference quality can
make. Interviews conducted 2 - 4 pm Monday - Friday. Ask
for the Manager.
RED LOBSTER
3920 28th Street, S£.
Kentwood, AH

A n Equal Opportunity Employer
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G.V.S.U. graduate joins Peace Corps
of training. After those three
months, they will remain in
Swaziland for two years.
The Peace Corps was created
by President J. F. Kennedy in
1961.
The Peace Corps was created
in order to achieve three major
goals: “(1) to promote world
peace and friendship...(2) to help

By Jennifer L. W igger
News Writer
Last Thanksgiving, Stephen
English’s mother-in-law said
that he and his wife, Melania,
should indulge their love of
travel by quitting their jobs and
joining the Peace Craps.
At the time, everyone laughed,
but a month later, Stephen and
Melania English applied. Six
months later they were accepted.
On N ovem ber 1, 1990,
Stephen and Melania English
will leave the United States to
travel to Swaziland, a small
country located in the eastern
part of southern Africa.
“It’s a desire (of mine) to
broaden my sense o f community
in an international setting,”
Stephen English explained. “It’s
also a desire to challenge myself
and to be a positive representa
tive of the United States. I also
see an opportunity for tremen
dous personal growth.”
English, a graduate of Grand
Rapids’ Union High School,
graduated from Grand Valley
State University in 1987. Al
though he majored in advertis
ing, Stephen will be teaching the
Swazi people cabinet-making, a
long-time hobby.
Melania English is a graduate
o f Calvin Christian High School
and of Calvin College’s nursing
program. She will be teaching
science to the Swazi people.
Stephen and Melania will be
leaving for a three-day orienta
tion in Chicago on October 28.

Steven English
the peoples of such countries and
areas in meeting their needs for
trained manpower, particularly
in meeting the basic needs of
those living in the poorest areas
of such countries, and (3) to help
promote a better understanding
of the American people on the
part of the peoples served and a
better understanding of other
peoples on the part of the Ameri
can people.” (the Peace Corps
Act)
The Peace Corps offers oppor
tunities for Americans who are
at least 18-years-old, are in good
health, and have a college degree
or experience in a skilled trade.
In addition, a Peace Corps candi
date must have a real need and

desire to help others.
“(The) Peace Corps is for the
optimistic, dedicated, adventur
ous, and concerned. It is for
those Americans in whom the
imperfections and inequalities of
this world inspire neither despair
nor acceptance, but rather a
quiet, good-humored resolve to
make things better.
“When you join the Peace
Corps, you will become involved
with an international movement
of people promoting world peace
and friendship through a coop
erative effort to reduce igno
rance, disease, hunger, and injus
tice. Above all,, you will work
with people to eliminate the
hopelessness in which human
frustration and conflict breed.”
(from the introduction of the
Peace Corps Handbook)
i
In addition to the tremendous
personal profits gained by serv
ice in the Peace Corps, the Peace
Corps also enjoys free travel,
free medical and dental insur
ance, as well as a $5,400 read
justment allowance.
Service in the Peace Corps can
often count as credit for students
intending to attend graduate
school.
Currently Peace Craps volun
teers are needed in 73 countries
on all five continents excluding
North America. The majority of
these nations are African, but
opportunities exist in parts of
Central and South America, the
South Pacific Islands, the Middle
East, and Europe as well.
For more information about
the Peace Corps, call 1-800-5333231. 1

nied last March 22 amid
bers were not students. The action stirred controversy as
some senators maintained the

In other business, the Senate
evidence as their chief con
cern. Subsequent investigation
by the Lanthorn rew aled that
four club members were not
s tu d e n t s .^
^
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✓ C a b l e T.V.
Availability
✓ Furnished, with
Carpeted Rooms
✓

C l o s e to C a m p u s

/ We l l Lit
S i d e w a l k to
Campus

morecould you want ?

The
i

stated his regrets, and added,
We will continue to mvesti^gatew ays to "
tions to our older, non-traditional students.”
A discussion with Bob Stoll,
director of the Office of Student Life, which was expected
to be the “main event” of the
Senate meeting was postponed
until next week. At issue is a

ment fees;

y

For more info, call us at 895-6351

th e

store funding was approved by
a vote o f 25 aye, 4 nay, 1 abstain,
The Hockey club agreement, signed by adviser Terry
Sack and coach Mike Petrosma, basically commits the
clubto:
1)
use Student Life Fee
funds only for ice rental, coach
and referee fees, and touma-

A p a r t m e n t s

What

ate’s rejection o f a proposal
from Zumberge to provide
complimentary athletic tickets
tofrm iU esofnon-traditioB

motion to put the club on pro-

G r a n cl
V

that we can continue to pursue
our largo- goal of becoming a
Division I varsity r n t d m m

p la ce to
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It's time to focus on other issues
T R

l

To the Editor
' I am writing in response to the September 26,1990 letter “Does
discrimination apply to abortion?” by Dan Hobbs. As a sponsor of
the Candlelight Vigil given in memory of Becky Bell (b. 1971 - <L
1988) on September 17,19901 would like to first clarify that we are'
not pro-abortion as Mr. Hobbs states, we are Pro-Choice. For anyone
to claim that we are pro-abortion is ludicrous. We do not wish abor
tion upon any woman and we do not force or persuade any woman
into undergoing an abortion. In fact. Students for Reproductive
Choice actively works to lower the abortion rate by distributing con
doms whenever we table on campus. We believe that the most
effective way to reduce the number of abortions is to reduce the
number of unwanted pregnancies.
In the event that an unwanted pregnancy should occur, it is our
belief that a woman has the right to make the decision to carry the
pregnancy to term or abort based on the most accurate information
available about all alternatives and in accordance with her own
moral, ethical, and spiritual standards. In other words, we believe
that “discrimination is both a wonderful and terrible thing,” just as
Mr. Hobbs states in the first line of his editorial. We believe that it is
wonderful that people in our society are allowed to act in accordance
with their own standards (discriminate) as long as those actions do
not interfere with the rights o f another person.
I’m sure that at this point many people are thinking “then what
about the fetus?” In response to that I ask when does personhood
begin? There is no scientific response to this question. The medical
community has not been able to agree on when life begins or ends
and different hospitals use different standards. No one answer has
been agreed upon because the presence or absence of personhood is
not scientifically provable. The answer is a matter of personal beliefs
and faith.
For the people of the United States, as it should be for all people,
religion is a matter of choice based on personal faith. This means
that people in our country are allowed to worship in accordance with
their own ethical, moral and spiritual standards; and it is constitu
tionally guaranteed. Religiously, personhood is usually based on
when ensoulment takes place. This concept is not even agreed upon
by the largo- religious institutions of our country. Many Jewish sects
believe that ensoulment takes place at birth while others disagree.
Even within Mr. Hobbs chosen faith, Christianity, there are different
views on the abortion issue. Sl Augustine pronounced that a male
fetus was not ensouled until forty days after conception and a female
at eighty. Many people now believe that ensoulment takes place at
conception, but that belief is based on faith as is any other ensoul
ment belief. Decisions about the morality of abortion are based on
faith and because of this I can see no other place for the decision to
rest than with the woman within whom the fetus rests.
I respect all women who choose to endure a difficult pregnancy
because of their beliefs. I hope that Mr. Hobbs and all other people
who personally believe that abortion is wrong will respect the views
and the choice of other women as well.
Sincerely,
Douglas M. Wood
President — Students for Reproductive Choice

Address for servicepeople overseas
As more and more of our servicepeople are sent overseas to stand
off against the oppresive forces of Iraq, you may find yourself as
having several friends or relatives among these servicepeople . Per
haps you would like to drop them a line. Here’s where to write:
If your serviceperson is based on land write to;

Operation Desert Shield
AP0
New York, NY
09848-0006
If your serviceperson is stationed on a ship write to;

Operation Desert Shield
SP0
New York, NY
09866-0006

By Rob Bennett
Opinion Editor
If you look elsewhere on this
page, you will find a letter to the
Editor from the president of Stu
dents for Reproductive Choice,
Douglas Wood. Look at this let
ter very hard, read it twice, cut it
out, take a picture. Why? Be
cause Mr. Woods’ letter is going
to be the very last letter which
deals with the abortion debate
printed in this semesters’ edition
o f the Lanthom.
The abortion debate has raged
mi for over forty years, more so
in the past twenty years after the
landmark Supreme Court deci
sion Roe vs Wade, and still no
one argument has ever been ac
cepted as a viable solution. A sa
political question, the abortion
debate has spelled out suicide for
many an elected official or po
litical opponent whom has cho
sen to publicly discuss their
views on the subject One can

fSomething To^
Think Aboutwsr
A billion seconds ago
Harry S. Truman was presi
dent
A billion minutes ago was
just after the time of Jesus.
A billion hours ago, hu
mans had not yet walked on
the Earth.
A billion dollars ago was
late yesterday at the U.S.
Treasury.
Henry Cate III
Xerox Corp.
Sunnyvale, California

^

only imagine the number o f
qualified politicians who were
denied public office due to his or
her support of either the ProChoice or Pro-Life groups. This
is, without a doubt ludicrous,
narrow-minded and above all
else, selfish. Selfish in the fact
that hinging your vole on one is
sue and not looking at (he candi
date as a whole is denying the
public of a potentially great
leader. Keeping an open-mind is
a sign of an intelligent thinker. The media may be more to
blame than anyone else for giv
ing this issue more attention than
it deserves and to be frank, it’s
about time that the media took a
stand and started devoting more,
time to more important issues.
Nearly every day there is a letter
or an article of some sort de
voted to the abortion debates in
the letters page of most of the
country’s major newspapers.
This issue has been rehashed to
the point of the ridiculous. No

!l!

incredibly innovative arguments
have emerged in the last five
years from either of (he sides, or
at least none that have warranted
the attention which the debates
have actually deserved. Let’s
face it, the abortion issue has
gotten so tedious and monoto
nous that it reminds some of the
hype that the movie Bauman re
ceived two summers ago.
This is how it is going to be,
unless the Lanthom offices re
ceive a letter with a fresh and in
novative look at the abortion is
sue, there will not be any letters
published on that subject for
some time. There are plenty of
other controversial topics out
there that have barely been cov
ered by the media. This editorial
in no way is endorsing either the
Pro-Life or Pro-Choice argu
ments in the abortion debate and
this editorial is in no way at
tempting to communicate the
belief that controversial topics
are necessarily bad.

.......... .

L e tte r s P o lic y
The Opinion section is a section devoted to express
ing the personal views of members of the GVSU com
munity. Letters should be addressed to the Opinion
Editor, Lanthom, Kirkhof Center. Anonymous opin
ions will not be printed. For puiposes of verification
only, phone numbers and student ID numbers must
accompany letters.
Please limit letters to 300 words. The Lanthorri xtserves the right to edit for space and readability.

J

FAA: Seating Policy or Work Order?
By Rob Bennett
Opinion Editor
Last week the Federal Avia
tion Administration began its
new seating policy dealing with
passengers seated near emer
gency exits on an airplane. The
FAA defines an emergency exit
seat as one from which passen
gers may go directly to an exit
without stepping first into an
aisle.
To sit near an emergency exit,
passengers must be physically
able to open the doors and must
also be able to follow instruc
tions on how to use the door as
well as being able to determine
whether it is safe to leave the air
craft. This immediately restricts
the handicapped and those In
wheelchairs; passengers under
15 years old; the elderly; obese

or frail passengers; the mentally
retarded, and people traveling
with infants.
Already, handicapped travel
ers are calling it discrimination
yet the FAA has justified its po
sition by saying that protecting
all of the passengers outweighs
the concerns of the handicapped
and they are absolutely right.
When it comes to the safety of
hundreds of passengers on an
airplane, there is no room for ac
cusations of discrim ination,
there is only room for saving
lives.
Yet even though the
FAA's new policy is justifiable
in that sense, what if a perfectly
com petent person whom is
seated in an emergency exit seat
somehow messes up in the event
of a true emergency? Will that
person be held accountable for
whatever mishaps occur?

The FAA’s new policy reads
more like a job description than
it does a restrictions list. If the
FAA truly feels that emergency
exit seats need to be controlled
by truly competent persons who
fit all of their requirements than
maybe they should go out and
hire people to do the job. Or
maybe let the person sitting in
that seat fly for free. After all,
the FAA is placing a large re
sponsibility on this person or
maybe they’re just looking for
potential scapegoats to take the
blame off of inept flight crews.
Whatever the reason, the FAA
needs to go much further to per
fect this new seating system.
They’ve managed to justify it
from a discriminatory point of
view now let’s hope that they
can make just a tad more realis
tic in terms of responsibility.

■October 10,1990 The Lanthorn

Deanne Sauscda
Junior, Special Education
“Yes, the law has been passed.
It’s a choice that everyone should
have. It’s become too political”

Steve Kennedy
Junior, Business Administration
"No. I think it’s up to the indi
vidual to decide. I think it’s every
body’s freedom o f choice.”
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Shani Hendrick
Senior, International Relations
“Yes, but there’s a lot more in
volved than that because you have
religion and politics to deal with.”

DanialBenko
Freshman, Biomedical Science
“No. The media is shying away
from the subject They don’t want
to take a stand on the issue.”

Do you feel that the abortion
issue has become a victim o f
media overkill?
Andy Rews
Junior, Business
“I think it’s an issue that’s never going
to be resolved. It should be left to the
individual. When people make decisions
for other people, that’s when you get the

Lanthorn
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Last year we made over 14/XX) students
Wall Street Tycoons in the...
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Sandra Planisek

News Editor

Tammy Marchand
Junior, Marketing
“Yes, I do, because it should
be a personal choice. It’s no
body else’s business.”

JoeLowden

Advertising Director ....................................... Frank Edwards

— 1 Collegiate
The Lanthorn is the student-run newspaper of Grand Valley
State University. The majority of its revenues are raised through
advertising sales. The opinions expressed in the Lanthorn are not
necessarily those of Grand Valley State University.
The deadline for all advertising material is 5 p.m. on the Thurs
day prior to publication.
The Lanthorn offices are located in the Kirkhof Center, 1College
Landing, Allendale, MI 49401. Phone (616) 895-3120. Sub
scriptions to the Lanthorn are $20 per school year, payable in
advance. Make checks payable to “The Lanthorn—GVSU.”

CALL U S !
(!)6 6 9 -8 8 0 0
2732 Port Sheldon

i)0MIN0’S / f % ® l’IZZA PACK.
Gather your friends and order
a minimum o f five -1 2 ” medium
custom-made pizzas withi one
topping on each, in pan
or original crust at only

<5.00

Plus, receive a
T r ^ ^ p e r pizza
FREE 2 liter bottle
of Coke Classic, with your order,
(additional toppings 75{! each per pizza)
(add more 12” pizzas at $5.00 each)
expires October 24, 1990

|
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Investm ent C hallenge''
November 1,1990 to February 23,1991
E n ter this year's competition
and you ’ll become a Wall Street
tycoon, buying and selling stocks
with your own $500,000 broker
age account. If you’re the best
trader at the end of this national
stock market competition, you’ll
be cashing a check for a very
real $25,000!

Real Trading
There is no better way to get
hands-on stock market experi
ence. You’re on the phone, call
ing your broker on a toll-free
AT&T 800 Service line to
buy and sell stocks. "Give me
$100,000 worth of SARA LEE
and another $50,000 worth of
AT&T" You start with a fictitious
$500,000 brokerage account.
Cash Scholarship Awards
1st.............................$26,000
2nd.............................10,000
3rd .............................. 7,500
4tlt .............................. 5,000
5th .............................. 4,000
tth .............................. 3,000
7th .............................. 2,500
Oth .............................. 2.000
9th .............................. 1,500
10th.............................. 1,000

scholarship award of $25,000.
Imagine cashing that check! Top
winners receive weekly national
recognition from USA TODAY
You can follow the current
standings of the AT&T Colle
giate Investment Challenge
every Monday during the
competition in the “MONEY”
section of USA TODAY.
Win a trip for you and a guest compliments
of the Holiday Inn Lacaya Beach Resort In
Freeport, Grand Bahama, Bahamas and the
Bahamas Ministry of Iburism.

Build your portfolio from over
5,000 stocks listed on the OTC,
New York, and American Stock
Exchanges. Brokers will give you
up-to-the-second quotes and exe
cute your orders Monthly state
ments will keep you informed
of your fortunes.

Enter and Win
The Third Annual AT&T
Collegiate Investment Chal
lenge begins the morning of
November 1, 1990 and ends on
February 28, 1991. Your trading
can lead to fame, a great Bahamas
tan, and a $25,000 fortune Call
now to enter or to get your
free brochure.

Real Prizes
Over $200,000 in total prizes
will be awarded! This includes
cash scholarship awards, trips
to the Bahamas, and hundreds
of monthly prizes from Cham
pion USA. More than 1,000 win
ners in all You can win a cash

Registration deadline:
October 27,1990.
Entry fee only

$49.95

Cn-tponsorad by:
The Bahamas
Ministry of Tourism

<XL

Call Today
I UI.5.A.

1800 545-1990 “ 33

The A T & T Collegiate Investm ent Challenge is produced and managed by Wall Street Games, Inc., 40 Grove Street, Wellesley, M A 02181
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Back to the Valley
Kristin Penny
Campus Life Writer
“Back to the Valley” is the
theme of Homecoming 1990. Its
activities began October 8, and
will continue through October

11.
The events started off Monday
with Grand Valley Day. All stu
dents were encouraged to wear
their Grand Valley sweatshirts.
Tuesday continued the activi
ties with the Banner Hanging
Contest and the start of Voting
for King and Queen.
“Back to the Valley” contin
ues Thursday in Homecoming
spirit with Commons Contests at
noon and Homecoming games in
Robinson Field at 6 p.m.
On Blue and White Friday, the
annual Bonfire pep-rally will be

held in Robinson Field, begin
ning at 6 pm.
The
Y ellLike-Hell Contest and Bulldog
Bum will also a part of the eve
ning’s activities as will the an
nouncement of the 1990 Home
coming Court
“Back to the Valley" hits it
climax Saturday. The Home
coming Parade is at 11:30 a.m.
on Campus Drive. N ext at 1:30
p.m., the Laker football team
faces off against the Ferris State
Bulldogs. “Back to the Val
ley’s” festivities conclude with
the Homecoming dance at Lin
coln Hills country club at 9 p.m.
All students are encouraged to
show their Laker pride and par
ticipate in the “Back to the Val
ley” Homecoming activities.

H ouse Council arranges
dorm activities and program s
Crystal Pettus
Campus Life Writer
Kistler’s House Council is the
subject of this week’s segment
on a campus group.
House Council’s purpose is to
organize activities and programs
within the dorm.
During the first meeting on
September 24, members met the
elected executive board (includ
ing President Wendi Hammond),
began the process of making
changes in the dorms, and most
importantly, started planning ac
tivities for this year.

- -

" "

Plans include a playing a game
each Sunday. The games will
deal with roommates and some
times opposite sex combos. The
series of games began October
28 with Win, Lose or Draw.
At the meeting other activities
discussed were: group-watching
of football every Monday and
Cosby every Thursday, and set
ting up study hours. The need
for writers for a monthly publi
cation was brought up, too.
House Council meets in Ki
stler’s lobby every Monday at 9
pm to plan for new games and
discuss other ideas.

"

=

C a m p u s
O ctober 11 -1 7 :
T h u rsd ay :
9 pm: Night Club Series, BER
TICE BERRY, Kirichof
F rid ay :
6 pm: Bonfire and Pep Rally
7 pm: UPB Film Series, The
Hunt For Red October. 132 LHH
S atu rd ay :
HOMECOMING!
11:30 am Parade, Robinson
Field
1:30 Football Game vs Ferris
State University
9 pm Dance at Lincoln Lanes
S unday:
10:30 am: Dialogue Worship,
Portside, Kirkhof

Bertice Berry will be performing Thursday, October 11 in the Promenade Deck as part o f the
weekly Night Club Series.

-------------------------------------------------------------- -

Aequalis Starts Off
Lunchbreak Series

C a le n d a r
6:30 pm: Catholic Mass, 132
LHH
8 pm: Community Orchestra
Concert, Louis Arm strong The
atre, Calder

By Mel Cronenwett
Campus Life Writer

M onday:
4 pm: Libert Arts & Ca
reers Seminar, Kleiner B
W ednesday:
Noon & 4 pm: Excellence in
Leadership Seminar: Kynning
Effective M eetings. & at 9 pm in
Residence Hall
7:15 pm: Intervarsity Christian
Fellowship, Kleiner B
9 pm: UPB Film Series. The
Princess Bride 132 LHH
9 pm: Mid-Week Study Group,
224 Commons

L--------------------------------------- ----------- ------- -------- -------------------------------

J

Aequalis brought chamber
music to GVSU, Monday, Octo
ber 1, as the first act of this se
mester’s noon Lunchbreak Se
ries, in Calder.
Elizabeth Mohr, cellist; Fred
Bronstein, pianist; and Michael
Parola, percussionist brought
this ensemble together five years
ago and have since been touring
nationally. All three have a
Doctor of Music Arts from
NYSU.
Mohr and Bronstein per
formed “Fratres” and Bronstein
had a solo, but the best perform
ances were done as a trio, taking
cues from each other.
The works were intriguing and

absorbing. The best piece was
‘Trio in Memoriam,” composed
by Rand Steiger. It has five sec
tions that rose to a driving force
and back down to a reposeful
ending. “You can hear the pop
influence in it,” Parola said.
This piece also involved some
innovative manipulation of their
instruments, especially percus
sion, and a surprising pause in
the music.
The trio coupled their music
with explanations before each
piece that made it easier to
understand and enjoy.
They could improve their
stage set-up; the positioning
seemed unbalanced.
Aequalis has a program deSee AEQUALIS p.7
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Special Guests
For Homecoming
Campus Life News Flash;
As a show that Public Rela
tions knows no limits, Grand
Valley State’s PRSSA recently
announced that President George
Bush and Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbachev will be involved in
the Homecoming Parade on O ct
13.
They will appear in a chauf
feur-driven limousine escorted
by heavy security and GVSU’s
PRSSA.
/T ...... v«: ■:
r

■
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October's Alcohol Awareness Month Calendar
Wed, Oct. 17^12:30 pm:
Whiteout, Kleiner
Wed, Oct. 24,
Alcohol Information Panel
Saturday, Oct. 27,1 pm:
Movie Marathon at Kleiner
St. Elmo’s Fire
Animal House
Arthur
Free popcorn and discount on pop

The above news release may
not be true, but prior to and dur
ing the Homecoming football
game, PRSSA will be selling
raffle tickets for a limousine,
chauffeur-driven ride through
the autumn country side, ending
at a restaurant in Muskegon.
Tickets will cost one dollar
and the winning ticket will be
drawn between the third and
fourth quarters of the game.

Month Long Programs:
Every Wednesday, “I \^alk the line”
Pledge cards, see your RA or
PamHachetin 152 Commons
for more information.

u ,..

Great
Lakei
Escapes

Dr. Greg Wilson sifts
through a soil sample
from the bottom o f Spring
Lake on Board the D J .
Angus as two o f his
students observe. Field
trips on board the Angus,
are part o f the lab
requirement fo r Biology
107, Great Lakes and
other Water Resources.
Biology 107 students
conduct water quality
experiments on Lake
Michigan, and the Grand
River, as well as Spring
Lake.

October 11 -17:
Thursday. 11 - Sat 13;
10 am - 9 pm: Eastbrook
M all's 15th annual Arts and
Crafts show
Also on Saturday:
8 pm: Peter Bellamy, in
concert at the Grand River
Folk A rts S ociety in
Garfield Park Lodge, on
Madison ju st south of
Burton. Admission is $6,
$5 for seniors and students,
18. For
more Iriformatlcft, call 459
- 5903.
The final weekend of
R ockford’s
H arvest
Festival (also on-Sunday).

A ll-fem ale sch ools let in m en to in crease reven u e

AEQUALIS From p.6 -----------voted to women composers and
included a trio written for them
by Marilyn Shrude. A review in
The Tennessean read. “Compos
ers should rise up and call them
blessed: so should audiences.”

Chatham College has decided
to postpone deciding whether to
become the latest women’s col
lege to allow men to enroll.
Jane Beckwith, Chatham’s
public affairs director, said the
121-year-old Pennsylvania col
lege instead has hired four con
sultants to help it find ways outside of going coed - of in
creasing its enrollment, which
has dwindled to 650 students.
Sim ilar enrollment drops,
which can cause severe financial

problems, have convinced a
number of women’s colleges to
start admitting men in recent
years.
The students at the women’s
colleges, however, typically pro
test vehemently when adminis
trators do it.
Students, faculty and alumnae
of Mills College in California
virtually shut down the school in
April, when trustees there an
nounced they would make the
school coed.

On May 18, Mills’ Board of
Trustees reversed itselfpaying 1t
would try to keep the school ex
clusively female.
“In a way, (the student victory
at Mills) gave us a lot of encour
agement” said Amy Raufman, a
junior at Chatham.
In April, Chatham’s trustees
said they would vote, probably
in October, whether or not to
make Chatham coed.
In mid-September, the trustees
said thev would wait to vote on

the issue until consultants of
fered other ideas for saving their
school.
“The coed issue is secondary,”
Beckwith said. “Like most lib
eral arts colleges, we are looking
at our goals and mission.”
She said the uproar at Mills
didn’t influence Chatham.
“I never got the feeling that
people were being reactive to
Mills. We were really listening
to what our students and alum
nae were saying (last spring).”

“ THE TRADITION CONTINUES
m O ctober 10 - Serenades
9pm K C .

SUITES
• $ 4 4 D o u b le
• C o m p lim e n ta ry
C o n tin e n ta l
B re a k fa s t

October 11 H om ecom ing G am es
6 pm Robinson F ield
-

October 12 B onfire Pep R a lly
6 pm Robinson F ield

m

-

I

October 13 - P arade
11 am Campus D rive

I
I neQfpH'

1/2 Block East off 196
3825 28th St. SW
Grandville, MI 49418
Phone (616) 531-LAND
TOLL FREE 800-456-0626

d

Page 7

f - F ootball Game
NOON
G VSU vs. F erris S ta te B ulldogs
x

unTTEd m ETHo DISTThotc ]B

2600 7th NW Grand Rapids
comer of Charlotte & 7th
~
Rev. Douglas Pedersen
ofc. 453-0693
9:30 Sunday School-all ages
11am Worship Service
V

sSwSfev:

,'

H om ecom ing D ance
9pm Lincoln Country Club
-

)

,

.............. ............J....... -

HOMECOMING
j
1990
V
J Don 't m iss the FUN!
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he Grand Valley and Al
lendale communities
were host to the magic,
glitter and ambience of Up with
People when theinternational
touring group performed to an en
thusiastic crowd on Saturday,
September 29.
Their messages were
communi cat ed
through song and
dance which is
what the audi
ence paid to
see.
They
Without thousands of individuals
received their wish over and
and
families opening up if ir
above what was expected.
homes
world wide for a lew da .'
But Up with People is more
proves important to each memU r
than song and dance, more that
of the group. As the students to,it
glitz and glitter, more than over a
the US and abroad, they will v, u
hundred students daring to walk
at least two continents and mmr
on stage with people they didn’t
than 80 places. This means lieiriir
know three months ago and spend
with many dillcrcnt host lamilis
a year touring with them.
that might not be die same n 1
Long days of early mornings
gion, color, race or even s|x.,x
and late mghLs fill the year of an
the same language as the student,
Up with People participant. Re
giving them a real taste ol me
hearsals arc not the only time
communities diey visit
consuming factors in the life of
Participants in Up with I’ca e
Up with People.
The group
come from numerous countne ,s
prides themselves on the fact that
well. The cast that criteria: d
they just don’t perform. Five
the Grand Valley community icasts with over a hundred stu
eluded students from Hung.; .,
dents each, travel the world visit
Japan, Sweden, Norway and 'A ing hospitals, schools, shelters
consin.
and other areas in host communi
ties. While in West Michigan,
the cast performed parts of the
hen handed the m
show in Allendale and Grand
porlumty to be L t
Rapids schools, volunteered at a
sisters, my rotumn... s
soup kitchen and .sang the na
and I jumped at the chanc
tional anthem at the Grand Valley
though we live in a one bedro,in
football game against Saginaw
apartment and the only loud m
Valley.
our fridge was Kool-Aid and d.i ■
As with any performance, there
old Macaroni and Cheese. Think
was a great deal of preparation
ing we could brush up on our
preceding show time
A road
French, German, Polish or ev n
crew ventured ahead two weeks
learn how to s|vak with an In h
before die east arrived. They did
accent, were excited about t: is
the public relations and promo
c ross c iiltur.il meeting
tion lor die show, scheduled host
( )ur new 'sister' was ( ’hum \
families and arranged other ac
Pineapple to us lor a week lx I 'C
tivitics lor die east.
she arrived Someone else ho : J
Host families are a vital part o!
Mixed Vegetables and Sp.m h
the Up with People program
( floes slaved with a lamil\ I

T

W

PHOTO BY BOB C'OOI 1 Y
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five from Allendale.
The code names were the iden

tification technique used by the
group to help collect non-perish

someone in the cast
really enhanced the
show. She said that
the Grand Valley per
formance was their
best to date.
Up with People be
gan in 1965 with the
mission statement of
enhancing “ under
standing among na
tions and to spark
people to action in
meeting the needs of
their communities,
countries and the
world; and to equip young people
with the leadership qualities of
global perspective, integrity and
motivation to service.”

Page 9

PHOTO BY
JASON
DENNY

able food items to distribute at a

Every year, over 8,000 stu
dents apply to fill 650 spaces in
their tour. To parallel their em
e bought our can of
phasis on service rather than per
chunky pineapple and
formance, personal interviews re
met Teresa on Thursday. place the traditional musical audi
She came from a town far
away
tion.
and across a big body of water,
Casts are comprised of students
but having her in our apartment
aged 18-26 and hail from an aver
som ehow brought W isconsin
age of 25 countries adding a dif
ferent aspect to the songs they
closer to my knowledge of geog
raphy.
sing, the stories they tell and the
We took her dancing on Thurs
messages they bring.
day night to celebrate her arrival
Based in Tucson, Arizona, the
and because we were told to go
performers spend five weeks of
about our normal routines.
intensive rehearsal before begin
ning the eleven month tour. With
She anticipated a busy day on
Saturday with rehearsing and per
only a two week break at Christ
mas, the travel is in two buses
forming, so we took the chance to
and two vans until the voyage to
become better acquainted with
Europe or Asia.
our house guest Friday evening.
Her experiences in the short
he Up with People pro
month her cast had been touring
gram em p hasizes the
were varied and interesting. She
global experience, work
said she had trouble keeping track
ing for mankind, peace and the
of where she was, which town
world
community,
town by town,
she had just left and where the
city
by
city,
learning
about life
lour was going next, but the
without
textbooks
or
classrooms.
places she had seen and the
With the attitude the Up with
people she had met made up for
People members emit, one can’t
her lack of knowing current
help but think that in a world of
events.
social, national and international
Saturday, performance day,
conflict, they can make a differ
was the highlight of the visit.
ence
Now we finally got to see Teresa
Grand Rapids shelter.

W

PHOTOBY
BOB COOLEY

T

on stage.

Somehow knowing

v
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SENATE from p. 3
$9,000 debit in the University
Program Board’s account that ap
peared at the June 30 close of the
1989 fiscal year.
Since accounts such as UPB’s
are not allowed to carry over bal
ances to a new fiscal year, money
to cover the debit was transferred
out of Student Life Fee funds.
The Senate is now trying to de
termine if UPB failed to meet
conditions set by last year’s Sen
ate following a $15,000 loss on
two concerts. UPB was to have
trimmed $9,000 from its budget
which, combined with a contin
gency fund, would have covered
the loss.
As part of its investigation, the
Senate had requested that Stoll be
present to help sort through the
system of disbursing UPB funds.
However, Executive Assistant
Tony Baker announced that Stoll
was ill and had requested post
poning the discussion until the
October 11 meeting.
Committee business

Student Senate began discuss
ing the formation o f * committee
to work on the Presidents Ball.
This committee is open to any
students on campus who are will
ing to devote time to help out
The Ball will take place on
February 16. All students are
urged to participate in this event
The Community Affairs Com
mittee is checking into a service
at the Kentwood mall that the
Senate hopes to participate in.
Volunteers will be helping with a
Halloween project that keeps kids
from having to trick-or-treat on
the street, providing for a safe yet
Happy Halloween.
Remember that Homecoming
will soon be here and votes will
be tallied for the King and Queen.
Don’t forget to vote as well as
encourage your club or organiza
tion to participate in the many
spirited events that will be on
campus. Don’t forget to show up
to the game to support the Laker
football team.

Nursing enrollment up nationwide
B y M a rc y Bncy
New* Writer
According to the American
A ssociation o f C olleges o f
Nursing this years enrollment of
first-time nursing students has
increased by 5.8% for the fall of
1989.
These statistics were reported
by The Chronicle of Higher
E ducation V olum e X XX VI,
January 1990. It shows a 87
percent o f the nation’s 623
nursing schools th at o ffer
bachelors and graduate degrees
have experienced this incline.
This is also true at Grand
Valley. The program has doubled
from last years participants. They
expect to receive even more
applications for the w inter
semester.
The program has also expanded
to incorporate non-traditional;
students.
T hey
have
accomplished this by using a
satellite.
The new program will take
monitor into the communities to
make it more convenient to those
e who hold a job or have families
to support
The bachelor degree seeking
student that participates in this
program will be able to watch
classes at Grand Valley then

telephone in to ask questions.
A $15,000 grant to encourage
development of this program in
nine Michigan cities has been
given to the program by
Michigan Health Care Education
Research Foundation, (M.H.C.E .R J7.), an affiliation with the
research and philanthropic part of
Blue Cross and Blue Shield
programs.
Grand Valley hopes to put that
grant to good use along with the
$15,000 grant matched from the
Sebastian Foundation of Grand
Rapids, as the Horizon published
by Public Relations Office at
Grand Valley State University
reported.
Maiy Horan, the director of the
nursing program , explained
another procedure they have
recently applied for. “The
department has recently complied
a pilot of program and submitted
a grant to continue further
funding from the Department of
Health and Human Services and
the Anninberg association," said
Horan.
But the question is, why is their
such an increase in nursing
applicants on campus?
The
answer is because students want
to come here.
Upon asking the previous
question to several hopeful

A
applicants as well as those
involved in the program, I found
many o f the same responses.
Laura TenElsholf, a freshman,
said, “Grand Valley’s program is
the best in thb state and the place
to be.”
Bowen W illiamson another
nursing major replied, “I came to
understand it was an excellent
program.”
Many of the students already
enrolled in the program agree.
Collet Stein believes, “It is a
competitive program with other
colleges and in a great area.” She
also offered the information that
when she enrolled the program
was ranked third in the state.
Jolynn Bunce, president of the
December 1991 class stated, “The
program is becoming much more
competitive so you know you
have quality students.” She has
also seen first hand the new
equipment being brought in.
The program at Grand Valley
seems to be appreciated by its
students. The expansions will
hopefully make the program able
to reach a larger variety of
students.
Jolynn said, “There is a great
need for nurses and its
encouraging to see people and
facilities trying to fill this need.”

1990-91Yearbook staff needs help
The long road through college
life will leave behind friends,
memories, and a time that will not
soon be forgotten. These memo
ries will be captured for the first
time in ten years in a GVSU year

she still needs more students to
book - The Laker.
Currently freshman Julia Mar participate.
The yearbook is currently with
tin is starting a staff to put the
out a headquarters or an advisor.
yearbook together. Martin had a
meeting last Wednesday, October >G ai«fidgtes m
ijhese arc The
3, to organize a staff, however Kirkhof Center and Bob Stoll Di
rector of Student Activities.
Anyone interested in working
on a GVSU yearbook should con
tact Martin at 895-9009.

^CLASSIFIED ADS
r

---------------------------------------—

— ---------

H elp Wanted

MAKE US A PART OF
YOUR SCHEDULE- Invit
ing eager, energetic people to
. join our staff in a variety of
positions: -sales associates register/service operators stock people. W eofferafexible work schedule, competi
tive pay, immediate store dis/ count and a friendly atmos
phere.
If you ’d like to add us to your
weekly schedule, come to the
/ Service Desk of any Kohl’s
' Departm ent Store and fill out
an employment application.
✓ 3131 Woodland Drive, behind
' Woodland Mall.
'
/ Seeking business-minded men
/
and women for unparalled op
portunity. A business with
mechanics of wealth. Call
A 455-7412.

Services
SPRING BREAK 1991 - In
dividual or student organiza
tion needed to promote Spring
Break trip. Earn money, free
trips and valuable work expe
rience. CALL NOW!! Inter/ Campus Programs: 1-800327-6013.

Services

Services

GAY/LESBIAN- support group
meets Wed. nights in Grand Rap
ids. Panel discussions, lectures,
videos, wrap sessions! For more
information call the “DIGNITY”
Phone hotline: 454-9779. or write
usatP .O .B oxl373, Grand Rap
ids, Mi 49501.

TYPING: Term papers, resu
mes, 'reports, letters, wedding
bulletins etc. Accurate, profes
sional, reliable, reasonable.
Please call 532-2960.

TYPING - Term papers, resu
mes and more! Reasonable rates.
Call WORD PROCESSING
SERVICES OF JENISON at
457-1903 today!

We offer a variety of silkscreened
T-shirts and sweatshirts- from
Fruit of the Loom to Hanes to
Russell. Up to six color printing.
We’ll print your design or help
develop your idea into a design!
For more info, call Frank.
457-8735

For Sale
For Sale: Wedding dress and veil
very detailed size 7/8. Great
deal on designer dress. Call4598133.

For sale, loft bed with desk/closet
underneath. Store bought. Great
for small room. 895-9702.

For Sale: 1980 Chevy Monza.
Runs good. Needs clutch. $300
or best. 784-1938.

Fundraisers

SPRING BREAK/ CHRIST
FAST FUNDRAISING PRO
MAS BREAK TOURS
GRAM
Individuals or student organiza
$1000 in just one week. Earn up
tion needed to promote our Ski/
to $1000 for your campus or
Sun Tours. EARN MONEY and
ganization. Plus a chance at
FREE TRIPS to Cancun, Day
$5000 more! This program
tona, Vermont, Montreal.
works! No investment needed.
CALL HI-LIFE 1-800-263-5604
Call 1-800-932-0528 E xt 50
7ZZZZZZZZZZZr j s / /
Z Z Z Z Z 2 zzzzzzzzzz

Fundraisers

f

Best Fundraisers On Campus!
Is your fraternity, sorority or club
interested in earning $500.00 to
$1000.00 for a one-week, oncampus marketing project? You
must be well-organized and hard
working. Call Monica at (800)
592-2121 ext. 115.

Wanted
Nurse Aide positions available Days, evenings or weekends. Call
Brookcrest Nursing Home, 5345487._____________________
Energetic, outgoing group with
vehicle, able to get ahead of oth
ers by checking into the CCR-Z
and, using your combined skills,
advancing safely towards the
goal.
CLASSIFIED ADS wanted for
TheLanthorn. $3.00 for the first
15 words. 150 for each addi
tional word. $1.00 for border.
All ads must be prepaid. The
Lanthorn office is located in the
lower level of Kirkhof Center.
Send ads to The Lanthprn, Grand
Valley State University, Allen
dale, MI 49401. Deadline is six
days prior to publication (Thurs
day at 5pm). Special GVSU Stu
dent rate: $1.00 for the first 10
words, (Minimum charge).

izzzzzzzzzz?:

FLU from l ------------------------What type of flu will be most
prevalent this year? “Every year
the Communicable Disease Cen
ter in Atlanta surveys world flu
situations and makes up their flu
vaccines based on this report,”
Ketcham said.
Ketcham adds that the Shang
hai strain may be most common
this year, as the flu outbreak gen
erally begins in the Orient and
heads toward North America. He
also recommends that people be
immunized this month for maxi
mum protection against the virus.
The vaccine itself costs $10,
and you may visit the Health
Services office to obtain it. The
office is located in Room 163 of
the Fieldhouse and is open from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday through
Friday.

DRAFT
NIG H '
is every

9pm-1 anil

must be 21 with valid I.D.

Wednesday
October 10,1990

By Amy Lutz

I was proudly wearing a brand
new t-shirt a few days ago when
a co-Lantorinite accused me o f
being trendy.
Trendy? Moi? Trendy, what I
trendy word!
I had him elaborate on what he
thought was trendy.
-Fluorescent clothing
-Spike Lee
-Miatas
■,
-Car phone antennae
-making fun of the seventies
...to mention a few.
So what is the definition of
trendy? The consensus seems to
be, “something that was different
and obscure before it became
marketed and inducted into pop
culture."
Trendy has its [dace in specific

disciplines as well as in the gen
eral scheme of things.
Andrew Lloyd Webber is trendy
on Broadway.
Censorship is trendy in art and
music.
The Simpsons and Twin Peaks
are trendy on television.
Goodness sakes if we forget des
sert camouflage-wear as the
new fashion statement for
1990.
In film, cryingover a bucket of
popcorn and a large Frozen
Coke seems to be the standard
trendy motif in the movie in
dustry. Tom Cruise caucasion
hero movies come and keep
coming, but if they draw a tear
from beneath an eyelash,
"T rendy Alert!
Trendy
Alert!”

By Kristoffer Gair

The Motels: Shock
0 0 0 0 0 0 6 ® ® ®
Think back to a time when the
Bee Gees were popular. You
know. Disco? Okay, maybe that
was a bit too far back and maybe
best forgotten.
Think further ahead. Let’s see,
how about the time Scandal’s hit
“The Warrior" made it big? Or
how about Shannon’s hit, “Let
The Music Play”? Now we’re
getting closer to the mark.
In that time frame, The Motels
were starting to hit their peak.

Sadly enough, the only songs
heard nowadays one might
rem em ber are “ Only The
Lonely” and “Suddenly Last
Summer,” a most bodacious
t une!' '
Shock was their last album
before the big...uh oh...breakup.
Why? The band hadn’t really
last any of their stardom or
impact If fact the last album
had mwe songs played off of it
than any other album.

By Andrew Kar

The sad part is when a 30 sec
ond commercial for a facial tis
sue company can make even
David Souter break down.
Ex-Pittsburgh Steeler Rosey
Grier used to sing a song called
“It’s alright to cry,” but am I
supposed to cry because it’s a
normal human reaction, or do I
fight the feeling just to fight the
trendiness of the situation?
Personally, I cry if I need to,
I'll make fun of the seventies if I
want to and I’ll watch Twin
Peaks and listen to U2 at the
same time if the mood over
comes my sensible nature, but I
will not, I repeat WILL NOT be
the first to own a dessert cammie
shirt, pants, underwear, or even
cammie Kleenex. That’s where
I draw the line.
Now there’s a question worth
pondering over till five in the
morning on a school night!
Anyway, Martha Davis has
some of her best polished work
on this album, which she
couldn’t match on her solo
album two years ago.
Q uirky beats, intriguing
ballads and haunting melodies
litter the 1986 album from song
to swig. Fortunately, it works,
rather than becoming a big ball
Of confusion.
The
tracks
to
listen
specifically for are “Shock,”
“Shame” (a Top 40 smash), “Icy
Red,” “My Love Stops Here”
and “Cries And Whispers.”
You might be lucky enough to
find this in the bargain bins at
any record store for $4.99 or so.
Hey, solid entertainment and
affordable. Yup, it appeals to the
college student
See MOTELS p.12

The Replacements: All Shook Down
0 9 0 0 0 0 0 ® ® ®
Remember the old days when
a Replacements album was
always a good soundtrack fra a
drink-a-lot, throw up, pass-out
party? Remember albums like
Stink, Boink, Hootenany, and
Sorry Ma, Forgot to take out the
Trash ? Albums so raw, you
weren’t sure whether or not the
band was sober or even if they
were really trying to put together
an album. The answer to both
those quandaries is, probably
not. They were young, drunk,

true fans didn’t wfmt them to be.
immature and so sloppy they
They were slower and more
were tight
Just like every
serifbs but you could tell they
garage band should be.
were Replacements albums.
Sadly, they started to grow
—
__Not so with All Shook Down.
up, but the product was still
Sure,
Paul Westeberg’s vocals
consistently excellent. Let It Be,
are
unmistakable
but the band is
Tim, Pleased to Meet Me and
turned
into
session
musicians.
Don't Tell a Soul. They shewed
You
can’t
feel
their
presence
on
a band in transition. Let It Be
all of the tracks. This could, very
and Tim were perfect Rock V
well, be the last Replacements
Roll albums, peppered with the
album.
occasional tongue-in-cheek slow
song. With Pleased and Don't
See REPLACE p.12
they had become the adults that

After Dark, My Sweet is a
strange mood twisting film,
filled with ambiguity and
shadows. The young actor at
the center of the mystery is
Jason Patric, o f The Lost
Boys.
Patric plays Kevin
“Kid” Collins, a former boxer
with mental problems.
One day, wandering around
the A m erican Southw est,
Collins ends up in a bar where
he meets Faye (Rachel Ward).
Faye hires Collins to do some
work for her. He very quickly
gets drawn into a kidnaping
plot devised by Bud (Bruce
Dem), a detective who thinks
he has thought of everything.
Collins is much smarter than
everyone thinks. When Faye
is told about his mental
condition, Collins realizes that
Faye and Bud might kill him,
so he starts to develop plans
that keep him on step ahead of
them. Eventually, no one can
trust anyone else.
The Him has to be seen and
the dialogue heard to

understand the impact of the
plots and counterplots of this
film .
P atric, w ith his
shuffling gait, frequently
reedy voice, and haunted
eyes, portrays the allegedly
disturbed Collins beautifully.
We, like Faye and Bud,
underestimate him. As the
film progresses, his manner
changes somewhat, as Patric
and director James Foley
work to display Collins’
keen intelligence hindered
by his mental disability. Dem is easily in his
element as a sort of mentor
that has nothing to teach and
nothing to learn. The film
originally appears to be
portraying Collins as a tragic
figure being used by the sly
Dem. We soon see that the
only person Dem uses is
Dem. It is a fascinating
twist in what is already a
daring an unorthodox movie.
After Dark, My Sweet is
playing at Studio 28 and is
rated R.

U-M fights censorship
(CPS)- Am id threatened
lawsuits, flurries of new rules
and a campaign to remove an
administrator from office, three
campus newspapers mounted
efforts in mid-September to fight
what they say are attempts to
control what they report
At the University of Michigan,
new rules im posed by a
representative of the school’s
Board for Student Publications
have “seriously threatened the
control o f the (M ichigan)
Daily’s 25 student editors,” said
Editor-in Chief Noah Finkel.
At California State University
in Pomona, former Poly Post
advisor David C. Henley got his
job back after threatening to sue
the school.
Cal Poly Dean James Wilson
had dismissed Henley three
weeks after Henley wrote and
published an editorial charging
that “we have people here (at
Cal Poly) who think it is
heretical for the Post even to
question authority or university
leadership.”
Wilson thought the editorial
“heretical” enough to dismiss
Henley from the paper.
In a letter, Wilson wrote,
“your final editorial in the Poly
Post did not convey the kind of

leadership that I expect from a
media faculty member who has
many students under his/her
tutelage.”
But in mid-September, Henley
said the school offered to
reinstate him soon after he
threatened to sue. He decided to
wait a year before returning to
the paper because Cal Poly
already had hired another
advisor.
“I feel vindicated,” Henley
said. “They made a mistake,
they apologized and it’s over.”
And at the State University of
New Yoflf: at Brockport’s Stylus,
editor John Dahlia sent out press
releases in m id-Septem ber
asking for support to stop
student government officials
from allegedly trying to control
what he printed.
Last spring, student politicians
obliquely threatened to cut
student funding of the Stylus,
asking for m o re favorable
coverage o f the student
government at the same time it
grudgingly approved the paper’s
budget. Dahlia said.
Dahlia now wants to remove
the paper from direct student
government control by forming a
See CENSORSHIP p. 12
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M O T E L S F ro m p .il----------- -CENSORSHIP From p. 11------If anyone should be so lucky * “student publication board” that
as to remember this nifty little
would oversee the Stylus.
group, there is a videocassette
It is just such a board that is
containing four songs from the
disrupting operations at the
album. It’s a little difficult to get
Michigan Daily, Finkel said.
a hold o f, but if y o u ’re
Nancy McGlothlin, whom the
interested, I know how to go
publications board appointed to
about getting a copy.
keep an eye on the Daily’s
Incidentally, Martha Davis
operations, opened the term by
had a bit part in Bill & Tedd’s
imposing several unusual rules
Excellent Adventure. Can you
on the newspaper staff.
guess where?
Am ong
o ther
things,
Next WeefcWilson Phillips,
McGlothlin limited editors to
W inger, W arrant or Cheap
inserting only two late-breaking
Trick? Well, better let me sleep
stories or photos in each edition
on i t
o f the paper. She also ruled that
stories, once laid out and pasted
REPLACE From p. 11
down, could not be changed.
There are >quite a few
Editors traditionally keep
standouts among the thirteen
changing,
updating, and fixing
tracks that comprise the album.
mistakes
in
stories until printing
“Merry Go Round,” has a good
presses
start
rolling.
chance o f becoming the first
Finkel
also
claims McGlothlin
single. “Someone Take the
has
tried
to
take
editorial control
Wheel” is a good pass-out-party
of
the
paper
by
examining all
tune. “All Shook Down” is
stories
as
they
come
out of the
nothing but Paul, an acoustic
computer
printer.
guitar and a penny whistle. Very
Finkel said the newspaper
nice.
“My Little Problem”
staff is trying to rally students
features great co-lead vocals
and
alumni to have McGlothlin
from Concrete Blonde’s Johnette
removed
from office.
Napolitano, and
“The Last”
“A
lot
of students have shown
which, to me, sounds like
some
concern,"
Finkel said.
foreshadowing the end of one of
“We’ve
had
great
support from
the best bands of the last ten
the
alums
(of
past
Daily
staffs).”
years.
McGlothlin
said
she
had no
All in all, this is a good album.
comment.
Westeberg remains one of the
However, in a letter printer in
best songwriters to come around
the
Daily on September 19,
in a while. It may disappoint at
publications
board Chairman Dr.
first listen and even-though it
Ammon
Rosenthal
maintained
takes some getting used to, it’s
“Daily editors have .always had a
worth picking up.
freedom from censorship. The
NEXT WEEK: Prince: Graf
editors in 1990 want economic
fiti Bridge. (Yeah, Prince. You
freedom.
got a problem with that?)

Larry’s
/ellowJadeL
Inn

English fluency a problem for professors
understood by their students.
Some schools - Syracuse,
Tem ple
and
Stanford
universities, among others • hold
courses to help graduate
teaching assistants with their
English.
Student com plaints about
having trouble understanding
their instructors began spreading
about 10 years ago, when
foreign-born people began to
account for a growing
percentage o f the graduate
students on U.S. campuses.
Schools, o f course, often
employ grad students to teach
lower-level courses and lead
discussion groups.
“The loser in the whole thing
is the (undergraduate) student,”

(CPS) - Responding to student
complaints that they sometimes
have trouble understanding
foreign-bom college instructors,
Pennsylvania has become the
most recent state to pass a law
requiring that all campus
teachers be fluent in English.
“This law is not the (first of its
kind) around, but I won’t give
the impression that such laws are
plentiful. They’re very, very
sparse,” said Jerry Sabol,
spokesman for state Sen. Vincent
Fumo, who sponsored the bill
M issouri, Illinois, Ohio,
Florida, C alifornia, North
Dakota, Texas and Oklahoma
also have laws requiring campus
instructors to prove that they can
speak English well enough to be

maintained Sabol, who said
Fumo’s office got “numerous”
complaints from students having
trouble w ith instructors in
com plex co u rses lik e the
sciences.
Under the new Pennsylvania
law, schools now have to certify
to the state Department of
Education that their instructors
ate fluent in English.
The grad students themselves
do not seem to mind the new
regulations.
“I think T.A.s
should speak good English,” Jun
M ie, a C hinese teaching
assistant at the University of
Pittsburgh’s math department.
“All students should understand
(the coursework) completely.”

“King Condom” enlisted to enlighten on AIDS
(CPS) - Dr. Reginald
to make his students think
about AIDS.
For example, the bearded
Fennel sometimes will arrive
at fas Health Education for
AIDS c la ss at M iami
I» .......
in
a green dress with a pink hat
and shoes. He will call
him self A lbiline B ertha
Stinence, or A. B. Stinence
(as in “abstinence") for short
“Some reports in journal
articles say that humor is the
best way to go” when
teaching about AIDS, Fennel, , explained.
A num ber o f schools
recently have tried to
demystify the subject by
trying to make it “fun”.
A gorilla-costumed “King

C ondom ” has toured th e
U niversity o f Texas-A ustin
campus to show passersby how
to put a condom on a banana.
The State University of New
Y ork at A lbany held a
“Sexuality Week” that included
a condom dance.
A private company called
College Condoms sells condoms
that come in school colors at the
u n iversities
of
Southern
California, California at Los
Angeles, California at Santa
Barbara, San Jose University and
other campuses in Arizona,
Florida, Iowa and Kansas.
At Miami of Ohio, Fennel’s
•students once handed out 1,000
coupons for novelty “Kiss of
Mint” and “Gold Coin” condoms
designed by Joan Scott, a
Columbus grandmother who first
started decorating the devices to

encourage
_______
them.
And when cross dressing
isn’t enough to get his
students’ attention, Fennel
also has held contests to
see who in the class can get
a condom on a banana the
fastest
It’s all to get students to
feel m ore com fortable
discussing AID S, said
Fennel, who added the
class has been full almost
every semester since he
started teaching it in
January, 1988.
“I’m certainly not trying
to make light of a serious
diseastflike AIDS’’” Fennell
"
“I try to do things to
make my students think.”

WEEKLY
SPECIALS
All Specials Begin @ 5 p.m.
A T SERA T E C ,
WE DON’T B ELIEVE IN
TAK IN G CHANCES,
T H A T ’S W HY W E ..

M O N D A Y - THURSDAY
8 oz. N.Y. STRIP

Includes Soup & Salad Bar.

.5.49

M O N D A Y - Taco Bar -

Many of your Mexican Favorites......3.49
**M argaritas o n ly * '................99
Two BurrHos f o r ................... 3.29
TUESDAY All y o u c a n eat Fish & C h ips ............3.29
W EDNESDAY -

Build your own burger...................... 1.39
fries....................... 39
Pizza Buffet

Includes Soup & Salad Bar...4.95
Streak & Shrim p................... 4.95
"D ra ft Beer**......................... 50
THURSDAY BBQ Ribs & Fried C h ick e n Buffet

Includes Soup & Salad Bar.............5.95
FRIDAY -

It made us famous
THE SEAFO O D BUFFET...................... 11.95
SATURDAY DINNER BUFFET - C a rv e d Beef & Ham

plus two other meats, potato &
vegetables & soup & salad bar
A REAL VALUE at......................... 7.95

M O N - THURSDAY - with a co lle g e I.D.
a FREE PITCHER OF BEER with every pizza!
'

W M inutes West o f Campus on M -45 '

•Use sterile, Disposable Equipment
•Are FDA Approved and Regulated
•Require a Physical Exam Prior To
Donating Plasma (Physician On Premise)
•Physical is FREE
•Test Every Donation For Hepatitis And The Aids
Virus
•Provide A Pleasant And Relaxing Environment

HELP US HELP PEOPLE WHO HEEP PLASMA
EARN $ 30°° A WEEK DONATING PLASMA
NEW DONORS RECEIVE ■

BONUS i
On Your 1st Donation
(With This Coupon)
Local ID Required

|

SERA TEC BI0L0GICALS
1973 S. DIVISION
GRAND RAPIDS,
Ml
t
C A LL O R STOP BY
TUES. - FRI. 7 A .M .- 5 P.M .
C LO S ED M O N .

(616) 241 - 6335

iX’U .fit WoiV>
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Vollyball defeats
Northern and MTU

Football
Pounces on
NMU 45-15

Lakers im prove record to 14-3
By Christine Stuck
Sports Writer

By Sarah Stinson
Over the weekend, the Lady Lakers added two more
matches to the win column, defeating Northern Michi
gan University and Michigan Tech. The victories im
proved Grand Valley’s record to 14-3 overall, 5-1 in
GLIAC play.
On Friday, Grand Valley hosted Northern Michigan,
chalking up the match victory in three straight games,
15-5,15-10,18-16.
The Lakers tallied 42 kills in the match, almost dou
bling Northern’s 22. Wendy Lesch led the attack with
nine kills; followed closely by Mary Linzie and Mary
Olszewski, each recording eight.
Janice Yaeger led Grand V alley’s serving in the
match with seven aces.
Saturday was Lady Lakers’ Family Day and brought
the Huskies of Michigan Tech, to Grand Valley Field
House. The Lakers handed Tech, a tough 0-3 confer
ence loss in a match much more exciting than the score
indicates.
In game one the Lakers rallied from deficits o f 1-7
and 5-11 to pull out the 15-12 win.
Grand Valley jumped out to a quick 3-0 lead in game
two and never relinquished it. Although the Huskies
kept the game close most o f the way, they were unable
to break down the Lakers’ consistent play. GVSU won
game two 15-10.
In game three the Lady Lakers proved what determi
nation and effort can accom plish. They were down by
as much as six points before fighting their way to a 9-9
ue.
After falling behind 9-13 Michigan Tech,
struggled back to take a 14-13 lead. The next three
points belonged to Grand Valley, behind the service of
Colleen Murphy, and the Lakers look the game 16-14.
The Lady Lakers go on the road this weekend for a
key GLIAC match-up on Friday at 7 p.m. against
Oakland University. Then again Saturday at Wayne
State at 1 p.m.

Editor in Chief

Mary Olszewski, junior, contributes to the Laker Volleyball success with a spike last
weekend. Grand Valley defeated Michigan Tech and Northern Michigan to improve
their record to 5-1 in the GLIAC and 14-3 overall.

Tennis gets even with Saginaw Valley, 8-1
By Brian R utkowski
Spores W ntcr

Don’t get mad. . . . get even.
Revenge was the motivating
factor as the Grand Valley State
wom en’s tennis team crushed
Saginaw Valley State Univer
sity, 8— 1, indoors at Ramblew ood.
laist year, the I^ady Lakers lost
to Saginaw 7-2.
“ I told the girls to play hard, to

What do you get when you
combine a effective passing, great
running, and a stifling defense
and put them all on the field at
Northern Michigan University?
For Grand Valley last Saturday,
they got a convincing 45-15 vic
tory, their first ever at the Wild
cats’ home, an undefeated 6-0
season record, and a lot of mo
mentum going into Saturday’s
Homecoming game against arch
rival Ferris.
Co-captain
Marc
Bland
summed up the win, saying, “We
prepared well and really executed
on the field, and we got our win
convincingly, too.”
Grand Valley quickly quieted
Northern’s homecoming crowd of
4,550 when they put the first
points on the board less than three
minutes into the first quarter.
Junior quarterback Jack Hull
hit tailback Isaiah Lipsey with a
12-yard pass and Miguel Sagaro
kicked the extra point to put the
Lakers up 7-0.
Northern retaliated later in the
first quarter, recovering a Grand
Valley fumble on the Lakers sec
ond drive on the game, putting
NMU in good field position 19
yards out.
The Wildcats scored five plays
later on a 2-yard Ronnie McGee
run and then put up the extra
point to tic tire score at 7-all.

play with heart and give their
best effort,” remarked a very
pleased Coach Tim Sutherland.
Lead by number one singles
player Kristi Thornton, the Lady
Lakers did just what the coach
asked. Thornton went all out in
her victory over Saginaw’s Kim
Schulz, 3-6, 7-5, 6-4.
A lso number four singles,
Nikki Smith dominated Collcn
McClair, 6-3, 6-2.
Tina Blachut, Chnu Ritscma,

Yvonne Hart, and Lynn Kloostra
also won singles matches for
Grand V alley, and all three
doubles dominated the courts.
Despite many nagging inju
ries, Coach Sutherland feels that
his team is playing confidently
and playing well.
The Lakers have a 9-1 overall
record
and are 5-1 in the
GLIAC. Which explains why
they’re so confident.
The lakers expect continued

improvement and hard work in
practice in preparation for their
toughest match of the year
against Hillsdale University on
October 22.
“W e’ll have to play our best
match o f the year to win,"
stressed Sutherland.
Grand V alley’s next match is
this Thursday afternoon at 4 p.m.
at home against Aquinas C ol
lege.

With 13 seconds remaining in
the first quarter, the Wildcats took
the lead o ff o f a Grand Valley
miscue.
For die second week in a row,
the Laker punt team mishandled a
snap from the GV 25, resulting
in a Wildcat safety and a 9-7
NMU lead.
After Carey W ells’ kickoff.
Northern began their drive at the
NM 49 yard line just before the
end of the quarter.
See FO O TBA LL p. 15

----------------;------------------ n.

W omen’s Cross takes 5th in 25 team field
By Jeanine Freese
Sports Wntrer

Grand Valley Stale University
women’s cross country team ran
to yet another impressive finish
last Saturday.
Alabama won the 25 team
Loyola Invitational with a score
of 51 points
The la d y l-akers ran away
with 5th place after some confu
sion
Trcna Yonkers, Grand
Valley's 3rd runner, was not
counted in ibe final score, thus

placing the Lady Lakers 7th
overall. The mistake was soon
corrected and Yonkers was
counted in her correct place of
44 th.
The competion was fierce at
this meet in Chicago. How the
teams finished may help in de
termining what teams will go on
to Nationals.
In this respect the Lady Lak
ers' did well for themselves.
Coach Gary Martin commented,
“It was a good meet. We did
well against some Division I

schools. “
The lop runners for the meet
were: Sandra Terrell (14th,
18:40), K elly
C ole ( 2 4 th,
19:15), Yonkers (44th, 19:41),
Nicky Vanderberg (71st, 20:17)
and Sandy O liphant (9 1 st,
20:43).
The Lady Lakers are getting
closer to their goals for the sea
son, yet none o f them seem satis
fied.
Sophom ore D eb b ie Pruitt
slated, “I ” m not running where I
want to be. I was sixth today

(Saturday ). To begin with, 1
hurt my knee this summer and I
fell in the first half of the race
today. Still, I’d hoped this race
would be the turning point of my
season. I want to break 20 min
utes.”
Martin feels that the meet was
a good warm up for conference
and regionals. Both are coming
up soon and the Lady Lakers
plan on being prepared.
The Lakers’ will host a Grand
Valley Invitational this Friday at
4 p.m.

P osibilities o f
breaking the at
tendance record
at this years
Homecoming
Game.
• Game time is
m oved to high
noon to accomo
date its TV cover
age on W Z Z M
^ Channel 13.__________^
•

.
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Men's Soccer Playing Against the Wind

A View From The

Scott Kelley

5i

Sports Writer

Grand Valley men’s soccer
team is only four games into the
season, and they are already
finding themselves fighting an
up hill battle.
The Lakers suffered their
fourth lost; losing to Aquinas 5-0
at home.
Both teams were
baffled by a strong Lake Michi
gan wind that did not let up
throughout the entire game.
With the wind in Aquinas’s
favor they scored all five goals
in the first half.
This was
enough to get the win over a bat
tered Laker team.
Putting continuous pressure on
Grand Valley, Aquinas scored
ten minutes into the game on a
chip inside the eighteen yard
line. Aquinas again scored later
in the half on controversial off
side call.
Finding themselves down by
three, the Lakers began to lose
their composure when a alterca
tion with an Aquinas player left
Grand Valley short one player.
Aquinas took quick advantage
of this scoring two more goals
before half.
“Playing against the wind was
like giving them ten more guys,”
claimed Laker Zach Kabat. “ It
was really frustrating finding
ourselves down by that much,
when we really played a decent
first half.”
Grand Valley regrouped at
half time and came out firing.
The Lakers now had the wind in

Seats
—

PHOTO BY ERIK HOLLADAY
Russ Chudy confronts an Aquinas player. Thefinal score was 5-0.

their favor and it showed on the
field. Grand Valley continually
played an offensive second half,
allowing only spven Aquinas
shots on goal.
But the Lakers still were not
able to find the net, being held
scoreless for all of their four
games.

“We really need to put to
gether two good halves, once we
turn that corner the wins will fol
low ,’’ stated coach Cheri
Colbeck.
Grand Valley plays Calvin to
day at Calvin and plays Saginaw
Valley Saturday at home and
Sunday at Hillsdale.

•Since Isiah doesn’t choke at
playoff time, you knew he was
bound to eventually.
•Pat Dye’s admitted tie strat
egy in the Aubum-Tennessee
game was a travesty. Coaches
now play for rankings and figure
a tie can’t hurt them. It’s time to
implement an overtime period of
some sort.
•The recent “reporter in the
locker room” scandals lead me
to believe that people who cry
out for rights should keep the
athletes in mind. It’s time that
reporters get denied post-game
access to locker rooms. What’s
wrong with a post-game press
conference?
It works during
playoff time.
•If Eddie Murray isn’t healthy
(which his 4 missed field goals
in the Green Bay game lead me
to believe) then why haven’t
they placed him on Injured Re
serve and signed another kicker
until he’s healthy again?
Does it take a nuclear physi
cist to figure that one out? They

99(
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See CHEAP p. 15
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3219 ALPINE A VE.. N.W.. G R A N D RAPIDS
PH. 784-5955
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"PRETTY WOMAN" "AIR AMERICA" |

Fri. - 5:00
S a t & Sun. - 12:00, 1:50,
2:40, 3:40, 5:30

Men and Women needed for a Redken and Paul Mitchell Professional Hair Seminar to demonstrate
the latest hairstyles. This is a great chance to get a hot new look from top international hair designers
and work with a nationally known choreographer. Be a part of the Midw est's largest hair and fashion
show November 11 -12 at W elsh Auditorium and the Am way Grand Plaza Hotel. All participants will
receive free products. For more information call Lisa at 616-942-0060.

will need a mathemetician
though to calculate losses if they
don’t rectify the situation.
•Now that Bo is a Raider
again, get a good look at him be
cause this will be his last season
in a football uniform. Rising
baseball salaries and the knowl
edge that he’s got unlimited po
tential if he ever fully focuses on
baseball are the prominent fac
tors.
•Speaking of two sport won
ders, I see where the Neon One
is a baseball free agent now and
is interested in playing spring
and summer ball in Atlanta too.
Someone had better inform him
that you have to be able to hit
higher than your weight (unless
of course it’s Cecil Fielder and a
.400 average is an impossibility)
to play MLB outside of the Yan
kee organization.
•Okay, so I did cheap shot
Cecil...but I must admit that
breaking the 49 homer plateau is

ALPINE TWIN THEATRE

"JUNGLE BOOK"
(G)

(R)

(R)

Fri. -4:30. 7:00, 9:30
Sat. & Sun. - 12:15, 4:30,
7:00, 9:30

Daily - 7:30, 9:45

1350 WEST 28TH STREET / PH.538-8760
□ ^ E 0O D 3

Bargain Matin** -13.25
All Shews Starting Before - 6 pm

"Fantasia" (G)
Daily - 1:00,3:45, 6:30, 9:00
Fn. & Sac -Midnite/Sat. & Sun. - 10 am
Special Engagement. No Passes or
Special Coupons.

"Marked For Death" (R)
Dady - 11:50, 1:50, 3:50, 5:50,7:55
10:00
Fn. & Sat. -Midnite/Sat. & Sun. 10 am
Special Engagement. No Passes or
Special Coupons.

"Presumed Innocent" (R)
Daily - 12:30, 3:30, 6:15, 9:00
Fn. & Sat. -Midnite/Sat. & Sun - 10 am

Rainkiller’
Daily 12. 2:00, 4:00, 6:00, 8 00, 10 00
Fn. & Sat. -Midnite/Sat. & Sun. 10 am

'Welcome Home Roxv Carmichael”
(PG-13)
Daily - 12:40, 2.50, 5, 7:10, 9 20
n. & Sal Midnite/ Sal. & Sun 10 am
Daily - 12:10,2:30,4:50,7:15.9:35
Fn. & Sal. -Midnilc/Sai. & Sun. - 10 am

Daily - 6:45, 9:25
Fri. & Sat -Midnite

"Desperate Hours" (R)
Daily - 3:00, 5:10, 7:25, 9:40
Fn. & Sal. -Midnite

'Taking Care Of Business" (R)
'ally - 5:00,7:30, 9:45
Fn. & SaL. - Midnite

"Ducktales" (G)

"Good Fellas" (R)
Daily - 1:45, 5:15, 8:15
Fn. & Sat. -Midnite/Sat. & Sun.

□ 3(7 £ 3 0 0 3

"Mr. Destiny" (PG-13)

"State of Grace" (R)

10 i

Funny About Love" (PG-13)
Daily - 12:00, 2:10, 4:20, 6:30, 8:45
Fri. Si Sat. -Midnite/Sat. & Sun. - 10 am

"Memphis Belle" (PG13)
Daily - 12:30, 2:45, 5:00, 7:20, 9:45
Fn, & Sac -Midnite/Sal. & Sun. - 10 am

"Postcards From The Fldge"

(R)

Daily - 12:30, 2:40, 4:50, 7 10, 9:30
Fn. & Sat. -Midnite/Sat. & Sun. - 10 am

"Death Warrant" (R)
Daily - 1:15, 5:30, 7:45, 9 55
& Sal. -Midmle/Sat. Si Sun ■ 10 am

"Ghost" (R)
Daily - 12:45, 3:40, 6:35, 9:10
Fn. & Sal. -Midnite/Sat. & Sun. - 10 am

B O O K

|

Daily - 12, 1:40, 3:20
_________Sal, & Sun. - 10 am

"Back To The Future 3" (PG)
Daily - 12:20, 2:45, 5:10
Sat. & Sun. - 10 am

"ProblenTChild^lj^i)
Daily - 12:30, 2:30, 4:30, 6:15
Sal. & Sun. 10 am

"Flatliners" (R)
Daily -2:15, 7:50, 10:10

"I Come In Peace" (R)
Daily - 8:00, 10:05
Fn. & Sat. -Midnite

"Witches" (PG)
Daily - 12:15, 2:15, 4:15
Sat. & Sun. - 10 am

"Pacific Heights" (R)

"Young Guns 2" (PG-13)

r DaA
12. 20i 2 45,3:00, 7:20, 9.45
I n. & Sal. Midnite/Sat & Sun. - 10 am

Daily - 12:05, 7.40, 9:50
Fn. & Sat. -Midnite/Sal. & Sun - 10 am

"Jungle Book" (G)
Daily - 12:50, 3:15
Sat. A Sun. - 10 am
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G V S U Sportsmen's Club
Ready for Hunting Season

Women's Soccer Shuts Out Olivet 3-0

By Tom Scholten
New* Writer1
________ j

key hunters workshop which is
held in the spring. The work
shop attracts many people, who
With the Fall season here, and
come to see hunter demonstra
winter fast approaching, most
tions, hunting videos, as well as
students turn their attention to
being able to compare notes.
football games, colder weather,
Brown hopes to bring in some
and mid terms. However some
speakers to talk about hunting.
of us turn our attention towards
When asked what the goals of
hunting.
the club are, Brown said “to get
Grand Valley has a club that
people educated about hunting
addresses the interest of those
and get people at Grand Valley
who like to hunt and fish. The
that like to hunt some place to go
Sportsmen’s Club, which was
to get information on hunting
organized six years ago, has
lands, and share their interests
about 30 members.
with others. We also like to em
The club serves the purpose of
phasize no illegal activities and
getting students informed on ar
preservation of the land so we
eas to hunt around Grand Valley,
can hunt on it, and other people
and to familiarize people who
can enjoy the land also.”
have never hunted before ac
The sportsmen’s Club holds
quainted with the sport of hunt
meetings Tuesday at 9 p.m. in
ing.
the Kleiner Commons.
The
President Larry Brown said
meetings are informal gatherings
“we invite people that have
to discuss hunting topics, watch
never hunted before, but are are
videos, and have a good time.
interested in hunting to join the
Grand V alley students,
club.”
whether male or female, who are
The club also serves a social
interested in hunting or fishing
function which allows members
should look into the Sportsmen’s
to talk about their, hunting and
Club. It’s a good opportunity to
fishing experiences, hunting
meet new people, and get intro
strategies, and other aspects of
duced to hunting.
hunting.
“Anybody that hunts or is
One of the activities of the
interested in hunting is invited to
Sportsmen’s Club is a wild tur
join the club” stated Brown.
CHEAP From p. 14

f

quite an accomplishment. On
top of joining the SO homer club
though, fldtAfthat he alsojoined
the all-time top 10 for plate ap
pearances without putting the
ball in play (i.e-strikeouts +
walks). He totalled 269, includ
ing 180 whiffs.
•Who’s worse: New England
or Phoenix? We’ll all find out
Nov. 22 when that classic clash
takes place.
•”Hey, pizza mon!” (That
one’s for U, roomies)
•Rah, rah ...the playoffs are
here! However, don’tlook for a
lot of drama because the A’s are

Page 15

a dynasty, similar to the 49ers.
They are a total complete team
tthat is head and shoulders above
anyone else talent-wise, plus
they have the best manager as
well.
But give credit to their front
office too for acquiring Baines
and McGee while not depleting
the team at all. Those 2 were the
icing on the cake for a second
straight world championship.
•If the NFL bye system was
implemented to benefit the play
ers then why was it started this
early in the season? Wait until
they need and want a week off.

By Scott Kelley
Sports Writer
The women’s soccer team
began last week traveling to
Indiana to play the Univer
sity of Indiana, but to their
surprise found that. Indiana
had traveled to Grand Valley.
! The
( H Lady
R „ Lakers
, . used this
time off to their advantage,
shutting out Olivet 3-0 at 01ivet.

the season boosting their record
to 2-L
Grand Valley played a scoreless first half, even though they
out shot Olivet 13-2.
“The wind was terrible in the
first half,” remarked Laker Lisa
Jobin. “We had some good
shots, but they had a very good
goalie.”
With the wind in their favor
during the second half Grand
Valley got on the board. Julie

goalie,
Shortly after that. Grand
Valley was awarded a pen
alty shot Janice Clark converted the shot for the Lakers
second goal. Julie Bos later
scored her second goal of the
day and Grand Valley third
and final goal.
^
The Lakera outshot (31ivet 11-4 in the second half
and 24-6 overall The Lady
Lakers will travel to Central

Men's Volleyball looking towards improvement
By Christine Stuck
Sports Writer
Last Saturday the Grand Val
ley men’s volleyball club held
an exhibition match against the
Bulldogs of Fenis State Univer
sity. Ferris claimed the match in
three games, 15-12,15-11,15-9.
Coach Michele Rollins was
disappointed in the team’s play
FOOTBALL From, p.13-------Mike Flannery brought the
momentum back to the Lakers
side, however, when he inter
cepted quarterback Jason Cor
nell’s pass on the Wildcats first
play. .
Grand Valley took over on
their own 29 and rambled 71
yards in five plays to regain the
lead 14-9.
Eric Lynch ran in the score
from one yard out and Sagaro
added the extra point
The W ildcats answered
quickly, regaining the lead on
their second touchdown of the
game at 10:43 in the second
quarter.
NMU was unsuccessful on
their attempted two-point con
version, and the score read 15-14
in the Wildcats favor.

as were the players themselves.
The players felt that they played
well below their potential, but
are positive their season will
prove to have different results
than this one match.
On another note, the club
added nine new players to it ros
ter, after, last week’s try-outs.
Originally there were only six
openings, but six became seven

when one of the returning play
ers was unable to continue.
After choosing the first six
Coach Rollins was unable to
choose between three players for
the remaining position, so she
decided to keep all three. This
leaves the club with a roster of
16 rather than the originally
planned 14.

The Laker offense took charge
at this point and scored two
more times before the second
quarter was over.
Lynch went nine yards for the
first of the two and Hull hit John
Sanders from 14 yards out for
the second.
GV went for the two-point
conversion after the first as Hull
handed off to Jamari Eiland,
who in turn passed to Hull in the
end zone for the score. Sagaro
kicked the extra point after the
second, sending Grand Valley
into the locker room with a 2915 lead.
The Laker defense was stifling
in the second half, shutting down
the Wildcats for the last two
quarters while the GV offense
continuously found their way
past the Northern defense.

Sagaro kicked a 22-yard field
goal for the only score in the
third quarter, while the Laker
didn’t allow the NMU offense
past midfield the entire quarter.
Sanders and Lynch went nine
and two yards respectively for
the two Laker touchdowns in the
fourth quarter. Sagaro added an
extra point kick on the first of
the two TD’s to put Grand Val
ley up by 30 when the game
ended.
Lynch led all rushers with 118
yards and three T D ’s, and
Lipsey netted 91 on 18 carries.
Hull had a great day against
the tough Northern defense,
going 12 of 16 for 211 yards.
Hull found Michael Short five
times for 101 yards, while SandSee FOOTBALL p. 16
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LAKER ATHLETES
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Sophomore Mary Linzie receives the Female Laker
Athlete o f the Week award for her outstanding play
in leading Grand Valley to two GLIAC victories,
this past weekend. In six games, Mary recorded 21
kills in 39 attempts (.410 attack percentage); also
having four service aces, 11 digs, one block solo,
and six block assists.

Jim Cramer receives
the Male Laker Ath
lete o f the W eek
award for part in the football team’s win over
Northern Michigan on Saturday. Cramer, a junior
defensive end, had six tackles, three for a loss o f 17
yards, and a sack for 11 yards. Cramer also received
the MIFC Player of the Week Award for his efforts.

Order your college ring NOW
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A M f MI c A
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c o i t r o r
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October 10 & 11

PhPe

10:00 - 3:00 Klrkhot C«nl«r Lobby
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«
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ers added 76 on four carries.
up 461 yards of total offense,
while the defense allowed NMU
only 201 total, and only 33 in the

entire second half.
The Laker defense also forced
four Wildcat fumbles, intercepted one pass, and forced them
into S of 13 third down conversions.

m
Cleveland at New Orleans
Dallas at Phoenix
Detroit at Kansas City
Green Bay at Tampa Bay
Houston at Cincinnati
N.Y. Giants at Washington
Pittsburgh at Denver
San Diego at N.Y. Jets
San Francisco at Atlanta ^
Seattle at L.A. Raiders
L.A. Rams at Chicago

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

*□
□
□
□

a

He played very well for his first
timeihere.”
Co-captain Marc Bland added
three tackles, one for a loss, and
a sack for a four yard loss. ^
Robert Bell also tallied a sack
for a nine yard loss, three solos,
and an interception.
~ Mike Flannery added two key
interceptions for the defensive
cause.
The Lakers look eagerly ahead

Q
□
□
□
□
□
□

Coltegfi
Georgia Tech at Clemson
Florida at Tennessee
Texas A & M at Houston
Ohio State at Indiana
Purdue at Illinois
Michigan State at Michigan
North Carolina State at Virginia
Oklahoma at Texas
Southern Cal at Stanford
TieBreatoc
Ferris State at Grand Valley

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Individually, Bill Smith had
six tackles, three assists, and one
tackle for loss, while Charles
Sippial added six solos and three
assists.
Jim Cramer had five tackles,
three for loss, and one sack for
an 11 yard loss.
Robert Hunt had four solos,
one assist, and a pass breakup.
Assistant coach Todd Monken
added that, "Robert really did a

□
□
□
’ □
□
□
□
□

• □

Total Points
1. Fill out the entry blank by picking your choice for the winner of
each game. (Check only one box per game)
2. Pick the winner of the tie-breaking game and the total points in
that game.
3. Print your name, address, phone number and the time you’re
available on Monday.
4. Any entrant who outpicks the “Football Foursome” will get his or
her name put in the paper for that particular week. The top challenger
will be spotlighted that week.
5. All entries must be dropped off in The Lanlhorn office in the
“Football-Challenge" box. The' Lanthorn will not be responsible for
lost or misplaced entries.
6. A $10 fee will be charged for an appeal on an entry. The fee will
only be returned if the challenger is declared a winner. All entries
become the property of The Lanlhorn.
- 7. All weekly winners qualify for a random drawing for a night out
in Grand Rapids, including tickets to see the Grand Rapids Hoops.
The drawing will be held on or about Januaiy 12, 1991. All winners
will be notified.
8. The contest is open to all GVSU students, faculty and staff,
excluding those who work [at The Lanlhorn.
9. DEADLINE IS FRIDAY AT 5 P.M.

Pro
Cleveland at New Orleans
Dallas at Phoenix
Detroit at Kansas City "
Green Bay at Tampa Bay
Houston at Cincinnati
N.Y. Giants at Washington
Pittsburgh at Denver
San Diego at N.Y. Jets
San Francisco at Atlanta
Seattle at L.A. R aidas
L.A. Rams at Chicago
College
Georgia Tech at Clemson
Florida at Tennessee
Texas A & M at Houston
Ohio State at Indiana
Purdue at Illinois
Michigan State at Michigan
NC State at Virginia
Oklahoma at Texas
Southern Cal at Stanford

Ferris State for Grand Valley’s
Homecoming game. Ferris is 32-T overall, but always plays a
tough game against the Lakers
and will be looking for revenge
after Grand Valley routed the
Bulldogs at their Homecoming
in Big Rapids last season.
Game time is at noon instead
of the traditional 1:30, as the
game ‘will be televised on Chan
nel 13.

Sarah
52-77(68%)
New Orleans
Phoenix
Kansas City
Green Bay
Cincinnati
N.Y. Giants
Denver
N.Y Jets
San Francisco
L.A. Raiders
Chicago

Dave
50-77(65%)
New Orleans
Phoenix
Kansas City
Green Bay
Houston
N.Y. Giants
Denver
N.Y. Jets
San Francisco
L.A. Raiders
L.A. Rams

Jerry
43-77(56%)
New Orleans
Phoenix
Detroit
Green Bay
Cincinnati
Washington
Denver
Sari Diego
San Francisco
L.A. Raiders
L.A. Rams

Joe
43-77(56%)
New Orleans
Dallas
Kansas City
Tampa Bay
Cincinnati
N.Y. Giants
Denver
San Diego
San Francisco
L.A. Raiders
Chicago

Clemson
Florida
Houston
Ohio State
Illinois
Michigan
Virginia
Oklahoma
Stanford

Clemson
Tennessee
Houston
Indiana
Illinois
Michigan
Virginia
Oklahoma

Georgia Tech
Florida
Houston
Ohio State
Illinois
Michigan
Virginia
Texas
Stanford

Clemson
Florida
Houston
Ohio State
Illinois
Michigan
Virginia
Oklahoma
Stanford

use

THURSDAY NIGHT

SPECIALS . t

50c DRAFTS
$1.00 HIGHBALLS

’ *.•

F R E E C O V E R T H U R . N IG H T .
y
M JZ

O ctober 11
108 PeartN.W.

•

JL'
M , m.

PRESENTS

N a m e ________________________________

ood Service New

Address
Phone
Best time to call on Monday

ownerJim Shipaila

COUlSUlt
STARTS KIT
386 S X
40 MEG
V G A C O LO R
P A N A SO N IC 1180 PRIN TER
SO F T W A R E IN CLU D ED

*1I 9 9 5 °COMPLETE
°
MON. & FRI. 10 AM - 8 PM
TUES., WED., THURS. 10 AM - 6 PM
1 SATURDAY 10 A M - 3 PM
193 Chicago Drive, Jenlson A C " ! O
(Behind Mr.Fables)
4 0 / " O O z U

It’s Fry W eek!!

What a deal!

Different Flavored Fries
Everyday

Purchase a Treat Yourself
Right 32 oz Sports'Cup filled
with soda for only $2.00

Jalepeno • Sour Cream & Chive
Seasoned Twisters • Crisp Cuts

Wait There's More!

K le in e r • G a lle y

Bring the mug back for a refill
and pay for only a medium
Valid thru

Don't Forget Your
Sweetest on Sweetest
Day
The Kleiner and the Galley
will be selling carnations
and balloons
on 10/18/90 and 10/19/90

1990

•Galley ‘Kleiner *Deli

They're H ere!!
In the Kleiner
•B a k e d P o ta to e s
•V e g e ta b le s c o o k e d
to o rd e r

j

